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IT IS known that the rank of the stable homotopy groups of the suspension spectrum of 
infinite complex projective space is one for the even dimensional groups and zero for the odd 
dimensional groups. This result (and correspondin g results for the suspension spectra of 
CP”, n 2 1) follows from the theorem, noted by Dold as Corollary 3 of [2] , that stable 
homotopy tensored with the rationals is the same as rational homology. The result for CP” 
also follows from the work of Liulevicius in [3]. 
In the course of proving the main theorems of [S] Toda shows (although he does not 
explicitly point this out) that the rank of the odd dimensional homotopy groups of ECP” 
(in fact, the rank of TI Zk+ I(ZCP"), k I n) is already one, and that there are elements of 
infinite order in these groups with non-zero Hurewicz images, so that they suspend arbitrarily 
often. 
It is the object of this paper to extend the methods of [j] to the study of theranksof the 
homotopy groups of suspensions of complex Grassmann manifolds. Let G(n, k) be the 
manifold of complex n-planes in complex (n i k)-dimensional space. If X is a space with 
base point, let rrcn+_(CmX) = lim rr n+s(CZX). If G is a finitely generated abelian group, let 
s-00 
r(G) be its rank. Our main result is then the following. 
THEOREM. Let 1 2 s 5 co. Then, 
(0 r(n z,,,+s(CSG(n, k))) 2 1, y 1 < m 5 n + k - 1. 
(ii) r(n z,,+s(ZSG(n, k))) 2 2, if 1 < nr < n + k - 1, n 2 2, k 2 2, (n. k) # (2, 2). 
(iii) r(n 2m+s(CSG(n, k))) 2 3, if I < m I min(n, k), n 2 2, k 2 2, (n, k) # (2, 2). 
(iv) Given any n 2 3,jor all but at most twelve k > 3, 
r(~2m+s(CSG(n, k))) 2 3 if2 < m I n + k - 1. 
(v) Given any n 2 3, for all but at most twelve values of k 2 3, 
r(x2m+s(CSG(n, k))) 2 4 if 2 < m I min(n, k). 
Since the rank of the integral homology groups of G(n, k) can be computed [l], it 
follows from Dold’s result cited above that our results are not new and are far from the best 
possible once the groups are in the stable range. In fact it should be emphasized that these 
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lower bounds for the rank are probably much too small if 11 and k are large and nz is close to 
n + k - 1. The difficulties in getting better lower bounds by our methods are, as will be 
seen, combinatorial and arithmetic in nature. The methods used here may be applied to 
give similar results for the dimension over Z2 of the homotopy groups of suspensions of real 
Grassmann manifolds tensored with Z1. We do not report these results here. 
I would like to thank the Mathematical Institute, Aarhus University, for the opportunity 
to work there while this paper was in preparation. I would also like to thank the referee for 
his helpful comments. 
The center of u(n) is U(l), embedded diagonally in V(n). Let p: U(1) x u(n) + V(n) 
be the homomorphism obtained by embedding (1(l) as the center of u(n), and then com- 
posing with the product in I/(n). Let fi: BLi(1) x BCi(n) -+ BCJ(n) be the corresponding map of 
universal base spaces. Our first task is to compute fi* on the integral cohomology of these 
spaces. This computation is a special case of Theorem 10.3 of [l]. 
To do the computation, observe that, if T” is the usual maximal torus of u(n), we may 
place IL in the commutative diagram (I), in which A: u( 1) = Si + T” is the diagonal map, i is 
the inclusion of T” in 0-(n) and $ is multiplication in T”. 
S’ x T”% T” x T”“- T” 
(1) ltxi 
sL ‘x U(n) P 
If a,, . . . , a, E H’(F) (all homology and cohomology has integer coefficients) are the 
generators of H’(T”) corresponding to the usual product decomposition, and if x is the 
usual generator of H’(Si), then (A x I)*$*(ni) = x @ 1 + 1 @ u,EH’(S’ x Y). Since 
all the maps in (I) are continuous group homomorphisms, we have the corresponding 
diagram (II) of universal base spaces. Here, a bar over the symbol of a homomorphism 
means the corresponding map on universal base spaces. 
CP” x (CP-y”:(CP”)” x (CP”)“,(CP”) 
(II) 
1 
Ixi 
Ii 
CP” x BU(n) B , BU(n). 
Now let yip H2((CP”)“) be the unique element which suspends to ai and let IVE Hz(CPm) 
be the unique element which suspends to x. The formula (A x l)*p(yi) = w @ 1 + 1 @yi 
then follows from the naturality of the transgression and the formula above. Then 
(A x ~)*$*(YI ***_Vr)=I)(W@ 1 + lO_Yi) 
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where 1 I r I n. If or is the r-th elementary symmetric function in the yi we obtain 
Since i* is an isomorphism of H*(BU(n)) with the symmetric functions in H*((CP”)“) = 
ZCY,, . . .9 y,], with i*(c,) = cri, where ci is the i-th Chern class (see, for example, cl]), 
we obtain, for 1 5 r 2 n, 
~*(C~> = ~~(” -I + j),‘O C,-j. 
Now consider G(n, k), and let S(n, k) be the Stiefel manifold of complex n-frames in 
complex (n + k)-space. Let p: S(n, k) + G(tz, k) be the usual fibration with fibre U(n) and 
PI: szs+r -+ CP” be the fibration p: S(s + 1, I) + G(s + 1, I), with fibre U(l) = S’. Let 
j, : s’ + pi- 1 andi: U(n) -+ S(n, k) be the inclusion of the fibres. 
PROPOSITION A. There exists a commutative diagram 
s1 x U(n) P L’(n) 
I i 1 x j I 
s2sc 1 
x S(n, k)L S(n, !i + s) 
I 
Pi XP 
1 
CP” x G(n, k)L G(n, /< + s) 
The proof of this proposition is to be found in 53. 
H*(G(n, k)) is generated multiplicatively by Chern classes ct, . . , c, [I] (with relations, 
of course) and H*(CP’) is generated multiplicatively by w. Further, these generators are 
transgressions of the exterior generators of H*(U(n)) and H*(U(I)) respectively. Thus, the 
computations above are still valid in the situation of Proposition A, so that, for 1 I r I n, 
Here, the right hand side is, of course, in H*(CP” x G(n, I;)), and may not be a unique 
expression for that element. 
Setting s = 1 so that bvi = 0, j 2 2, we obtain: 
<*(c,) = 1 @ c, + (n - r + l)w @ c,_ I. 
Then, 
Hence, 
<*(cf) = (1 @ c, + (n - r + 1)w @ c,_ I)i 
= 1 @ cf + i(n - r + l)w @ c:-‘c,_ I. 
t*(c:, . . . c:) = fj (1 @ c: + i,(n - r + 1)~ @ c:- ‘c,_ r) 
(i) ~*(Ci,l . . . C~) = 1 0 C;; . . . C~ + ~ i,(n _ r + l)W 0 Ctl . . . C~~ic’C~-’ “. C,. 
,= I 
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It should be noted that if i, = 0 in this formula the rth term in the sum is zero since i, 
appears as a coefficient. 
Thus we have a map <:S’ x G(n, k) = CPi x G(n, X-)-+ G(n, k + 1) such that <* is 
given by formula (i). Applyin, 0 the Hopf construction to this map we obtain a map 
q: C3G(n, k) + XG(n, k + 1). Let CJ: H’(X) i H’+ ‘(XX) be the cohomology suspension 
isomorphism. Set a(ci,l . . c>) = [ii, . . . , i,]. Then we obtain formula (ii) from (i). 
(ii) q*[i,, . . . . i,] = ni,o’[i, - I, . . ., i,] 
+ &(t~ - r + l)i,G’[ii, . . . . ir-2, i,_, + 1, i, - 1, ir+,, . . . . i,]. 
Recall the existence of a homeomorphism h: G(tz, k) 1 G(k, n), sending an n-plane to 
its orthogonal complement in Cn+‘. Using h, we define ij: C3G(n, k) -+ XG(tr + 1, k) by 
ij = (Ch)-’ oqo(C3h). The cohomology ring of G(X-, ?r) is generated by cr, . . . , ck. Let 
h*(q) = Ci E H”(G(n, k)). Th en, the ci and cj are related by formula (iii) [I]. 
(iii) (1+c, +...+c,)(l +?i +...+T,)= 1. 
ii* may be calculated by the use of (ii) and (iii). 
§2 
Using the maps q and ?j we may obtain many maps from S’“+“k-’ into ZG(n, k). 
Consider a sequence of pairs of integers (ri, s,), i = 0, 1, . . . , II + k - 2 such that 
(ro > so) = (n, 4, cr.+k-2, s,+k-2 - ) - (1, 1) and for 0 < i < TV + k - 2, either ri+ 1 = ri - 1, 
Sifl =siorri+r = ri,sifL = si - 1. We know that Z2’q or X2’ij mapsC2i’3G(ri+ ,, si+ ,)into 
C2’+‘G(ri, si). The composition of these maps sends C2n+2k-3G(l, 1) = C2”+2k-3CP’ = 
C2”+k-3SZ = S2nf2k-1 into XG(n, k). Thus, corresponding to each sequence c( we have a 
map q(cc): S2” + 2k- l + ZG(n, k). An easy combinatorial argument shows that there are 
precisely such sequences rl. Let (a) E TI~~+~~-~(CG(II, k)) be the element 
represented by q(u). 
We would like to distinguish the (a) as linearly independent maps by their action on 
H2n+2k- ‘(.TG(n, k)). Th e next lemma shows that we cannot hope to do this. It is clear that 
a necessary condition that these maps be different for different values of ct is that the 
diagrams (III) do not homotopy commute. 
i 3G(n - 1, 
xZi+ ‘(G(n - - 1,k 
t ‘G(n, k - 
k)) 
In Lemma E below we shall show that if (N, k) # (2,2), (III) does not homotopy 
commute. 
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LEMMA A. The diagram below commutes. 
Proof. CjG(1, 1) = S’ so it is sufficient to consider H’(EG(2, 2)). From formula (iii) 
we deduce that H6(G(2, 2)) has cIc2 as generator (cl3 = 2c,cl). The lemma then follows 
from formulas (ii) and (iii) by a straightforward computation. 
Thus, we cannot hope to distinguish (z) from (a’) if c1 and zL are sequences in both of 
which (mck_ .+, s,+~_~) = (2, 2), and which differ only in that in c( (rn+k-3, s,+~_~) = (2, 1) 
while in g1 (r,+k_3, s,,+~-~) = (1, 2). A combinatorial argument then shows that the 
maximum number of (r)‘s we can hope to distinguish is (“It”;‘) _ (” t”,“). 
Due to the complexity of the computations we only prove a very small number (two or 
three) linearly independent. We conjecture that r(x2.+2k_,(CG(n, k))) is at least 
(“r:“T’) - (“1”s”). 
We first pick a standard sequence CY,,, namely the one such that ri = n, si = k - i, 
0 I i _< k - 1, and ri = n - i + k - 1, si = 1, k I i I n + k - 2, and compute the images 
of some elements of H2”f2k-1(CC(n, k)) under q(c(,)*. 
Now recall the notation of formula (ii), section 1. Let I E H2n+2k-‘(S’n+2k-1) = 
H2n+2k-l(C2n+2k-3G(l, 1)) be c2n+2k-4[l] = a2n+2k-3C,. 
LEMMA B. Let a(n, k) = [n + k - 1, 0, . . . , O]EH~“+~~-‘(CG(~, k)). Then 
q(r,,)*a(n, k) = (- l)“+‘nk-‘(n + k - I)![. 
Proof. From (ii) we see that (Cz”q)*a2”a(i, j) = i(i + j - l)a”+‘a(i, j - 1). From this 
an easy induction shows that the image of a(n, k) in H2”f2k-1(12k-‘G(n, 1)) by the map 
(C zk-49)*o . . . (C2q)*otI* is nk-‘(n + k- l)(n + k - 2) .*.(n+ l)gzke2a(n, 1). From (iii) 
we see that a(n, 1) = (-l)“aZr”, so that the image of c2k-2a(n, 1) in H’“f2k-1(S2”‘2k-‘) 
is (- l)nn!a2nf2k-3C1 = (- l)nf1n!~2nf2k-3~1 = (- l)“+‘n!z. The result then 
immediately. 
fo1lows 
LEMMA C. If n22 let b(n,k)=[n+k-3,1,0 . . . . 01. Then, ij-kr2, 
q(or,)*b(n, k) = (- l)“+‘nko2 (n - l)(n f k - 3)!(n(n + k - 1) + (k;‘))r. 
Proof. Let q(u,)*b(n, k) = e(n, k)t. If k = 1, it follows from (iii) that b(n, 1) = 
( - l)“oC,” = a(n, l), so by Lemma B, O(n, 1) = (- l)“+’ n!. Using formula (ii) we see that, 
if k 2 2, q*b(n, k)= n(n + k - 3)b(n, k - 1) + (n - l)a(n, k - 1). Using the definition of 
a, and Lemma B, we see that, if k 2 2, O(n, k) = n(n + k - 3)8(n, k - 1) + (- l)“+ ’ 
(n - l)nkm2 (n + k - 2)!. The result then follows by an easy induction. 
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L~~~~D.Ifn23,letc(n,k)=[n+k-4,0,1,0 ,..., O].Then,ifk23, 
q(sc,)*c(n, k) = (- l)“+‘r~‘-~ (n - l)(n - 2)(n + k - 4)!{rr’(n + k - 1) ;(‘;‘)n+ (‘;‘)}z. 
Proof. Let q(r,,)*c(n, k) = <(n, k)r. First consider the case k = 2. From formula (iii) 
we see that in H*(G(n, 2)) E, = -cr, C, = -c2 + c,’ and c3 = -cczC, - c2c1 = 2c,c, - 
c13, SO that c(n, 2) = 26(n, 2) - a(n, 2). From Lemmas B and C we see that c(n, 2) = 
(- l)“+‘(n + 2)(n + l)!. From formula (ii), Lemma C and the definition of r0 we see that, 
ifk 2 3, 
S(n, k) = n(n + k - 4)<(n, k - 1) + (- l>,+ Ink_3 (n - l)(n - 2)(n(n + k - 2) + (‘i2)). 
The lemma then follows by an easy induction. 
Proof of the theorem. From Lemma B we see that ~(z,J*a(n, k) is non-zero for all 
n 2 1, k 2 1. Hence, r(n2n+2k-l (ZG(n, k))) 2 1. If k’ 2 k, the inclusion of Cnck in Cnek’ 
induces an inclusion G(n, k) c G(n, k’) which is an epimorphism on cohomology. Since 
G(n, k’) is homeomorphic to G(k’, n), if n’ 2 n there is an inclusion of G(n, k’) (and hence 
of G(n, k)) in G(n’, k’) which is an epimorphism on cohomology. Hence, if M _< tr + k - 1, 
r(n2”,+ I(ZG(n, k))) 2 1. Since the element is detected by its action on cohomology, we may 
suspend, and obtain r(x2,,,+JCSG(n, k))) 2 1. 
By the same arguments, it is sufficient to prove (ii) and (iv) by displaying linearly in- 
dependent maps for the cases = 1, m = n + k - 1. We prove (ii) by considering the sequence 
c(r in which ri=n-ii, si=k, O<i<n-1, and ri=l, s,=k-i+n-l,n<i< 
n + k - 2. Thus, r/(cr,): C2n+2k-3 G( I, 1) -+ CG(n, k) may be viewed as 
C2"+2k-3G(l, 1) ~'"+Lk-'k,Z2n+2k-3G(I, 1) 'l(Q) ,xG(k,n) "“'-',z.G(n,k~. 
Then ~(a,)* may be computed on appropriate elements of H2”+“-‘(G(n, k)) by the use of 
formula (iii) and Lemmas B, C, and D. We shall prove that (zO) and (~r) are linearly 
independent in x~,,+~~_ r (IG(n, k)) by showing that the 2 x 2 matrix (Uij), where 
a,1 = v(c~,)*4rl, k), 012 = dd*a(n, k), a 21 = rl(ct,,)*b(n, k), u22 = q(ct,)*b(n, k), is non- 
singular. 
This is done by computing the aij, and then performing the following row and column 
operations on (aij) (remembering that we are assuming that we are in case (ii)). 
1. Divide the first row by (- l)“+‘(n + k - l)! and the second by (- l)“+ ‘(n + k - 3)!. 
2. Multiply the second row by n. 
3. Multiply the first column by k”-‘/nk-‘. 
4. Divide the first row by k”-’ and the second row by knw2. 
5. Subtract the first column from the second column. 
6. Subtract an appropriate multiple 
nk(n - l)(n + k - 1) + 
k(k - l)(k - 2)(n - 1) 
of the first row from 
2 
the second row, obtaining a diagonal matrix. 
7. Divide the second row by - 
(n - l)(k - 1) 
2 . 
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The determinant of the matrix that is so obtained is immediately seen to be n(n - 2) 
+ k(k - 2), which is non-zero unless n = k = 2. 
To prove statement (iv) consider the sequence x2 where (rO, so) = (n, k), (I.~, sl) = 
(n, k - I), (ri, si) = (n -i + 1,k - i), 2 5 i < n, (ri, si) = (I, X- - i + n - I), n I i I 
n + k - 2. Thus, I: E’““‘-3 G(1, l)-+ IG(n, k) may be viewed as 
~hd-3G(1, 1) ‘Lo, C3G(n, k - 1) 5 CG(n, k). 
Then ~(s(~)* may be computed on a(n, k), b(n, k) and c(n, k) by the use of Lemmas B,C and D 
and the formulas for I*. 
Now consider the 3 x 3 matrix (bij), where bij = aij, 1 < i, j 4 2, and where 
b,, = rl(xJ*a(n, k), bZ3 = rl(rz)*b(n, k), b,, = r7(yo)*c(n, k), b3z = rl(aA*c(n, k), 
b,, = q(zr)*c(n, k). Divide the third row of (bij) by (- I)“+‘, and perform operations 
1-7 above on it. Then, perform the following further operations: 
8. Multiply the third column by (k - 1)/c”-‘. 
9. Divide the third row by kne3(n + k - 4)!. (Note that we are assuming n 2 3, 
k 2 3.) 
10. Divide the third column by (k - l)n-2. 
11. Multiply the third row by tz*. 
Call the matrix so obtained (bi,), and note that b;, = 1, b’,, = b>, = 0. 
12. Subtract b;, times the first row from the third row. 
The determinant of this matrix is then seen to be a polynomial of degree twelve in n 
and k. Thus, (bij) has rank three with the possible exceptions noted in (iv). 
To prove parts (iii) and (v) we note that the inclusion of G(n, k) in BU(n) induces 
isomorphisms on homotopy groups through nrn, m < 2k + 1. (This follows from the fact 
that S(n, k) -+ G(n, k) is a (2k + I)-universal U(n) bundle [4], since S(n, k) is 2k-connected.) 
Similarly, the inclusion of G(n, k) in BU(k) by G(n, k) 1: G(k, n) c BU(k) induces iso- 
morphisms through dimension 2tz. Thus, x2i(G(n, k)) = Z, i 5 min(n, k), nZi+ I(G(n, k)) = 0, 
i I min(n, k) - 1. 
Let Bi E x,JBU(n)) be a generator, and $i: S2’ -+ BU(n) a map representing Bi. Then 
4*(ci) # 0, as may be seen from the naturality of the transgression and the results of [S]. 
If i 2 n I k, Bi may be pulled back to an element in n2i(G(n, k)) such that if tii: Szi + G(n, k) 
represents this element, $r(ci) # 0. Thus, Cstii represents an element of infinite order in 
7r2i+s(CSG(nr k)), s 2 0. If s 2 1, this element cannot be a linear combination of those 
discussed above, since it follows from the discussion above that any linear combination of 
those elements maps the suspension of a decomposable element of H*(G(n, k)) into a non- 
zero element of the cohomology of a sphere, and hence cannot be de-suspended. If n 2 k, 
a similar argument holds, using the homeomorphism of G(n, k) and G(k, n). This concludes 
the proof of the theorem. 
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LEMMA E. If n 2 2, k 2 2, (n, k) # (2,2), diagram (III) does not homotopy commute. 
Proof. We see that 
(,‘i+z,)*(,ziri)*(u’iu(~, k)) = -k(n - l)(n + k - l)(n + k - 2)c~“+~a(n - 1, k - l), 
while 
(C2i+2,-)*(Z2i,)*(~%(n, k)) = -n(k - l)(n + k - l)(n + k - 2)~?‘+~a(n - 1, k - 1). 
Since the cohomology groups are torsion free and a(n - 1, k - 1) # 0, equality of the two 
clearly holds only if II = k. Thus, (III) does not homotopy commute if n # k. If n = k, 
n 2 2, we see that 
(Z’i’2,)*(X2iij)*(u2ib(t~, n))= -n(n - 1)(2n - 3)(2n - 4)a”+‘b(n - 1, n - 1) 
- (4n’ - 9~’ + 6n - 2)ozic2a(,z - 1, n - 1) 
and that 
(E2i+2ij)*(,2it/)*(a”b(n, n)) = -n(n - 1)(2n - 3)(2n - 4)02i+‘b(il - 1, n - 1) 
- (4n3 - 9n2 + 4n + 2)~r*‘+~a(n - 1, n - 1). 
These are equal only when 4n3 - 9n’ + 6n - 2 = 4n3 - 9n’ + 4n + 2, i.e., when 
n = 2. This proves the lemma. 
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In this section we prove Proposition A. If F is a field and k a positive integer, let F“ 
be the vector space of k-tuples of elements of F, and let P(k) be the polynomials in one 
variable in F of degree less than or equal to k. As vector space, of course, P(k) is isomorphic 
to Fk+‘. Then, if r 2 0, s 2 0 multiplication of polynomials gives us an F-bilinear form 
*: Frfi x Fsfi +F’+S+i such that a*b = 0 if and only if a = 0 or b = 0, and such that the 
diagrams below commute. Here i: F’ -+ FkC ’ is inclusion as those (k + 1)-tuples with last 
entry zero. 
F r+l x FS+l $,F’+S+l F r+l x F’+’ ; F’+S+l 
1 
ix1 
Ii 1 
lxi 
Ii 
F ?+2 )( F’+ 1 ; F?+S+2 F r+l x F&2; F?+S+2 
Now, S(n, k) is the space of n-frames in complex (n + k)-space, i.e.,S(n, k) = 
{(tJ1, . . * , u,)l UiECn+k, (ui, vj) = Sij}, and S”+’ ={u~C~+‘l /In/I2 = 1:. Note that 
*:c+l x (y+k = cs+l x c(n+k-I)+1 +cr+(n+k-l)+l = cn+k+s. 
We define 5 :S*"+' x S(n, k) + S(n, k + s) by ((~1, (u,, . . . , u,)) = g(u*u,, . . . , u*u,), where 
g is Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization applied to the ordered linearly independent n-tuple 
of vectors (u*u,, . . _, u*u,). (They are linearly independent by the first property of *.) 
Clearly < is continuous. 
A point in CP” is an equivalence class [u] ofelements of S*‘+i, where [u] = [u] means 
u = 1~’ for some J. ES’; a point in G(n, k) is an equivalence class [v,, . . . , v,] of linearly 
independent n-tuples of complex (n + k)-vectors, where [u,, . . . ,u,,] = [vi, . . . , 03 means 
that, for each i, 1 I i I n, the set {v,, . . . , u, , d} of vectors is linearly dependent. 
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We define sI:CP’ x G(n, k) -+ G(n, k + s) by <([u], [c,, . . . , u.]) = [u*uI, . . . , u*uJ. 
Once we show that < is well-defined, it is immediately seen to be continuous. We must show 
that, if [u] = [u’], [or, . . . , o,,] = [vi, . . ., L(] then [u*v,, . . ., u*u,] = [u’*u;, . . . , u’*uJ. 
u = id for some A.E.S~, so [u’*rI, . . . , U’*U,] = [A(U*U,), . . , l.(U*U,)] = [il*U,, . . . , U*UJ. 
Since any of is a linear combination of rj’s, u ‘*ui is the same linex combination of the 
u’*cj’s. Hence, [u’*u~, . . . , u’*L’,] = [u’*LI’,, . . , u’*u~]. 
It is clear that the diagram 
S2s+ 1 
x S(n, k) 2 S(n, k + s) 
1 
PI XP 
1 
P 
CP” x G(n, k) 4 G(n, k + s) 
commutes. It remains to show that c restricted to the fibre is the multiplication ,B. 
If e, E C’+ 1 is the vector (1, 0, . . . , 0) then, for any u E Cn+k, e,*u = u. This follows from 
the fact that e, is identified as the polynomial 1 in defining *. If 1.E S’, (Ae,)*u = A(e,*u) = lo. 
The fibre S’ of p, : SZsfl --f CPmay beidentifiedas{E.e,ES2”+1\AES1).Thus 51.S’ x S(n, k) 
sends (%e, , (u,, . . . , u,)) into (Au,, . . . , du,). Let et, . . . , e, be the first II vectors in an ortho- 
normal basis for Cnfk. We may identify the fibre U(n) of p:S(n, k) -+ G(n, k) by viewing 
A E I/(/z) as the n-tuple (Ae,, . . . , Ae,). Then, <(I_e,, (Ae,, . . . , Ae,)) = (Me,, . . . , Me,), so 
t 1 S’ x U(n) sends (I., A) to ic(i., A), which was to be proved. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
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